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and indeed--as we know from the tragic incident of last week-
often in dangerous circumstances . It is operating under the
objective, patiént and very efficient leadership of a Canadian,
General Burns, whose work, I think, deserves the highest commen-
dation on the part of all those who are genuinely interested in
establishing security and a just peace in that, .part of the world .Certainly there is not .peace there yet, for there has been no
political settlement made between the contending parties . That
must come if thereis to be peace, because in the long run such
a political settlement under the United Nations, rather than
arms, will be the founda;tion,of security .for Israel and theArab Stâtes .

~~ In recent days a new situation--I was going to say
a new crisis has developed there in connection with the Suez
Canal . A sudden arbitrary move on the part of the Egyptia n
Government has aroused fears that the right to use this inter-
national waterway in peace and war without•discrimination ma

ybe prejudiced, a right which, as Hon . Members know, .is guaranteedby an"international treaty
. Far more than the nationalization,

or, if you like, the expropriation, of the Suez Canal Compan yis at stake in this matter
; it is the future use for all nations

without arbitrary or unnecessary interference of an essential
international artery of trade and of communications, a waterway
which was constructed by international agreement and with inter-
national co-operation and is now maintained, and operated
internationally .

As Hon . Members know, steps are being taken at the
moment in London, by three powers very directly and importantly
affected by the Egyptian decision, to bring about a : :satisfactory
solution to this problem, the problem created by this action
of-the Egyptian Government, by establishing some form of permanent
international control for this international waterway, by which
the legitimate rights of all countries can be protected

. Until
the results of this London meeting are available-and the meeting
has not concluded yet-I think I should say nothing more about
this matter, except possibly to express the support of our govern-
ment for the principle of such international control with the
countries having the greatest interest in the operation of the
canal sharing in that control, preferably, if this turns out t o
be practicable, under the aegis of the United Nations .

Relations with Soviet Union

The third subject I dealt with last January is one
which will occupy our attention and at times our anxieties, namely,
the relations between the Soviet Union and the coalition of free
states in which Canada is playing a part . In so far as the
Possibility of an all-out war is concerned, I think it can b e
said, as it has been said on more than one occasion, that we are
now reaching,-if we have not already reached, a deadlock of
mutual deterrence through the certainty of mutual'destruction .
That is in a sense, I suppose, effective but it does mean
reliance by both sides on the fear brought about by therno-
nuclear power used for destructive purposes . Therefore national


